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Lorem ipsum WEKA is a free to download collection of machine 
learning algorithms. It contains tools for data 
preparation, classi�cation, regression, clustering, 
association rules mining, and visualization . This 
software is coded in the Java programming 
language and allows 
users to harness 
machine learning 
models without any 
prior computer 
p r o g r a m m i n g 
knowledge

• Using machine learning models, such as logistic regression and random forest, it is possible to generate 
an accurate source identi�cation mechanism for aggregate quarry sources based on their bulk rock and 
pyrite geochemistry. Depending on the dataset used, these models can range in accuracy from 31 % to 100 
%. 

• The accuracy of these models is enhanced using median concentration values when combining 
datasets. These median values are applied as the composition of the pyrites analysed by SEM – EDS and LA 
– Q- ICPMS follow a non – normal distribution. Were this classi�cation mechanism used as part of an actual 
quarry classi�cation system, mean values taken from a near normally distributed dataset would need to be 
established in order to accurately represent the quarry composition.

• Although PCA was used as part of this investigation, it proved detrimental to the performance of the 
machine learning models, causing the performance of the logistic regression and random forest models to 
drop by 25 % and 19 % respectively. PCA transformation reduced the dimensionality of the dataset and 
caused the variables to appear monotonous to the machine learning models leading to a reduction in 
model performance.

• Machine learning models from both the AQCM and WEKA reached classi�cation accuracies of 100 %. 
However, both models o�er their own set of advantages in the classi�cation process. For instance, WEKA 
can create visualisations of the classi�cation process, while also o�ering a slightly improved performance 
when compared to the AQCM, especially when using single variable datasets. The advantages of the AQCM 
lies in the code as it is entirely open source and customisable to �t the needs of any classi�cation system. 
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Factor loadings plot for PCs 1 – 7. Analytes with a factor loading score of ≥ 0.4 are shaded black, between 0.2 – 0.4 shaded grey 
and ≤ 0.2 are shaded white. (v) represents stoichiometry, the residual value needed for CLR transformation.

PCA plot of PC1 vs PC2 for trace element concentrations of quarry sources 1 – 6
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The AQCM is a bespoke piece of machine 
learning software, tailored to the data 
generated through the geochemical analysis of 
bulk rock aggregate and pyrite. This software 
has been made open source and can be used 
for the classi�cation of any geochemical 
database. Further information regarding how 
to operate the AQCM and its potential uses can 
be found usingthe QR code attached to this 
poster.

Waikato Environment for Knowledge 
Analysis software (WEKA).

Published in the Quaterly Journal of Engineering Geology 
and Hydrogeology, this paper illustrated that a clear 
geochemical variation exists between pyrites from 8 
di�erent aggregate quarry sources located in eastern 
Ireland.

The results from this paper indicated that further research 
into the geochemistry of pyrite was needed in order to 
discover which technique provided the clearest 
compositional variation between the quarry sources.
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IRMS LA - Q - ICPMS

In-situ major element analysis of the pyrite 
crystals was undertaken using a Tescan MIRA 
XMU field emission scanning electron microscope 
(FE-SEM) equipped with an Oxford X-max 80mm2 
Energy Dispersive Spectrometer at the Centre for 
Microscopy and Analysis (CMA)/iCRAG Lab in 
Trinity College Dublin. 

All analyses were carried out using a working 
distance of 18.5 mm, an acceleration voltage of 20 
kV, with a 0.2 nA beam current to maintain a 
detector dead time around 30 per cent, and a 
counting time of 30 seconds using both natural 
pyrite (Fe, S) and pure metal standards (Co, Ni, As, 
In).

Box and whisker plot of IRMS analysis of bulk rock aggregate from quarry sources 1 – 6. 

Bi plot of TS vs δ34S concentrations for quarry sources 1 – 6 

Box and whisker plot of SEM - EDS analysis of bulk rock aggregate from quarry sources Bi plot of trace element concentrations for 
quarry sources 1 – 6.

Box and whisker plot of LA - Q - ICPMS analysis of 
pyrite from quarry sources 1 – 6

Bi plot of Fe vs S concentrations for quarry sources 1 – 6 

Study area

Pyrite to analysed from 6 different quarry 
sources (A-H), located in east of Ireland in 
counties Meath (MH), Dublin (D), Kildare (K) 
and Wicklow (WW).

SEM - EDS
Isotope analyses were carried out at the University 
of St. Andrews with an EA Isolink coupled to a 
MAT253 IRMS via a Conflo IV. Decarbonated rock 
powders were weighed into 8 x 5 mm tin capsules 
and combusted at 1020°C under a constant He 
stream with a 5-second pulse of O2 gas (flow rate 
of 250 ml/min) to convert all sulphide to SO2 gas.

Analytical accuracy was monitored with IAEA-S1, 
which agreed with internationally recognized 
values to within < 0.5‰. Peak areas were 
calibrated for abundance measurements with of a 
series of sulphanilamide standards. The isotopic 
data are expressed in standard delta notation  
relative to VCDT 

LA-Q-ICPMS analysis was carried out at in the iCRAG Raw 
Materials Characterisation Laboratory in Trinity College Dublin, 
using a 193 nm Teledyne CETAC Analyte G2 ArF excimer laser 
coupled to a Thermo Fisher Scientific iCAP-Qc mass 
spectrometer. 

Elements such as Au, V, In and Tl were all included in the early 
analysis stages, however, Au, V and In were all found to be 
below the detection limits of the instrument, while Tl and Ni 
were found to have mass interferences with 208Pb and 58Fe 
respectively. As a result, none of the elements were included in 
later analyses. 

Regular ablations of the carbonate matrix were also conducted 
to verify that no contamination of the pyrite trace element 
content was occurring due to contribution from carbonate 
matrix.

PCA is an unsupervised statistical 
method that rotates and shears a 
data matrix of n-dimensions along 
axes (components) of greatest 
variability. 

For PCA, if the ppm values of the 
various trace, minor and major 
elements are examined in isolation, 
and not in the context of the entire 
ablated volume, misleading 
determinations may result. 

As a result, the data used in PCA has 
been transformed using centred log 
ratio (CLR) transformation, including 
a residual value ((v) or 
“stoichiometry) representing 
non-analysed elements to sum to 
unity (i.e. 1 million ppm). 

CLR is calculated as the log of the 
individual measurement divided by 
the geometric mean of that element 
across the entire dataset. CLR can be 
calculated using ioGAS, CoDaPack 
or“R”.

Machine learning methods employ computational algorithms that attempt to  emulate the process of human 
intelligence and neural networks by learning from data fed into the system. Machine learning methods may 
be useful to our understanding when applied to any kind of data, and are increasingly applied to large 
geochemical datasets.

Two main types of machine learning software were used in this investigation; the Aggregate Quarry 
Classification Model (AQCM) and Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis software (WEKA).

Both pieces of software use Logistic regression and random forest learning models in order to classify and 
predict the quarry sources of aggregate fill based on their geochemical composition. Two different pieces of 
software were used in order to compare the results of the AQCM with that of a freely available piece of 
software.
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Study area

Example of decision tree used as part of the random forest classi�cation of quarry 
sources 1 - 6 using WEKA software

Results for the classi�cation of quarry sources 1 – 6 by AQCM and WEKA using random 
forest classi�cation and logistic regression models.

Pyrite to be analysed from 8 different quarry 
sources (A-H), located in east of Ireland in 
counties Meath (MH), Dublin (D), Kildare (K) 
and Wicklow (WW).
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Pyrite is often found in the 
sub-floor, rock aggregate layer of 
Irish houses.
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Bray Group.

Malahide Fm.

Waulsortian limestone Fm.

Tobercolleen Fm.

Lucan Fm.

Loughshinny Fm. Quarry 6

Quarry 2
Quarry 1

Quarry 4
Quarry 5
Quarry 3

Rock aggregate layer

Oxidation of pyrite forms H�SO₄. This reacts with 
limestone aggregate and results in gypsum forma-
tion. Gypsum crystallisation causes delamination 
and expansion of aggregate material.

12,500 thought to be affected. €50,000 
to remediate each home. Overall cost 
to Irish Government: €562,500,000.

Gypsum

Pyrite Peak

Study area


